
CloudAtlas Cybersecurity Helps Organizations
Protect IT Environments

Accelerate migration to the cloud with UnifyCloud

On-premises and cloud security analysis

from CloudAtlas helps secure IT

infrastructure

REDMOND, WASHINGTON, UNITED

STATES, June 24, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- UnifyCloud, a

rapidly growing information technology

and cloud solutions provider with a

focus on providing safe, secure, and

compliant cloud migration and modernization at an accelerated pace, announces enhanced

cybersecurity is available via its CloudAtlas platform.

Regardless of the state of digital transformation, risk is everywhere. And security is not

Organizations need to build

a capability that responds to

threats by maintaining the

capability to protect the IT

environment and minimize

impacts when they do arise,

and that’s what CloudAtlas

does.”

Vivek Bhatnagar, UnifyCloud

co-founder and CTO

something magically managed when an organization

moves from on-premises to the cloud. However, the cloud

can make managing security significantly easier and that is

where the new cybersecurity capability of CloudAtlas can

help. CloudAtlas starts by providing a comprehensive

evaluation of deployed cybersecurity technologies, risk

management policies, and processes utilized. This

cybersecurity capability analysis follows the Zero Trust

Model and provides insight into the Microsoft and Azure

Secure Scores to help create an actionable improvement

plan to address threats and to track cybersecurity

capability over time so that practices can evolve and

improve to better protect the business.

As security leaders are increasingly asked to bring value to the business, CloudAtlas

Cybersecurity helps them do this by opening cloud environments for innovation with an eye on

security. It does this by focusing on threat intelligence, capability management and risk

management. Instead of trying to chase every emerging threat, CloudAtlas helps businesses by

ensuring there is threat intelligence on attacks and alerts and telemetry to manage those

threats. That is done via a cybersecurity capability catalog of remediation elements that should

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.unifycloud.com/


be in place to address those threats and minimize exposure to them. Finally, CloudAtlas helps

prioritize risks and put cybersecurity investment into action.

“CloudAtlas takes a three-pronged approach to cybersecurity – starting with a focus on security

maturity and controls, followed by a detailed zero-trust and readiness assessment combined

with traditional controls-based maturity, and wrapping up with a detailed security analysis using

Azure and Microsoft secure scores and detailed technology analytics.” notes Vivek Bhatnagar,

UnifyCloud co-founder and CTO. “It is impossible to protect against every evolving threat so

organizations need to build a capability that responds to threats by maintaining the capability to

protect the IT environment and minimize negative impacts when they do arise, and that’s what

CloudAtlas Cybersecurity does.”

About UnifyCloud:

UnifyCloud was born in the cloud with the creation of the CloudAtlas platform to accelerate the

modernization and migration of infrastructure, workloads, applications, and databases to the

cloud. Built on Azure PaaS, CloudAtlas spans the entire cloud migration journey, assessing,

migrating, and optimizing to Azure. UnifyCloud has been recognized as a finalist for the 2021

Microsoft Worldwide Modernizing Applications Partner of the Year Award, winner of the 2020

Microsoft Worldwide Solution Assessment Partner of the Year Award, and is proud to be a

Microsoft Gold Partner, Cloud Solution Provider, Azure Data PAC member, IP Cosell Partner, and

previously named one of Inc. 500’s fastest-growing Private Companies. For more information,

contact marke@unifycloud.com or visit unifycloud.com.
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